
The first known image of the MTN R30 Soccer ball was depicted in News Letter 132 page 4. This was the promotional 

time for the FIFA world Cup to be held in SA during 2010, so the branding included the well known MTN/FIFA combo brand.

1- FIRST IMAGE - MARCH 2009 REF: N/L 132 PG 4

V20.1

Mar-2009

Note: The obverse had a gold scratch off background, one barcode "code" aligned to the left bottom of the bottom bar

code. The Bottom bar code length is 37mm x 4.5 mm

2 - SECOND IMAGE - NOVEMBER 2010 REF: N/L 151 PG 8

V20.2

Nov-2010

From March 2009 to around November 2010 the first image was full up in the market. However during November 2010

the design image was changed to exclude the FIFA branding and the obverse also had a small face lift.

Note: Front design - FIFA branding removed and replaced with MTN branding only.

Note: The obverse scratch off background changed to a more 

silver colour, a grey block on the left bottom with a combination

code of alpha and numerical was introduced, bottom bar code

had alpha and number references above and  below.

The actual bar code length is 42mm x 3.5mm

A printing error of this voucher was discovered in January 2011

The bottom area of the obverse seems to have not been

printed. Similar to Image 4 below.

AN INTERESTING MISPRINT ON THE RECENT SOCCER BALL MTN R30 VOUCHER
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2a - SECOND IMAGE - VARIATION  March 2011

A further variation discovered on V20.2 is the increase of

alpha / numerical in the coding within the bottom left "grey box"

area.

Traditionally it was a combination of one alpa and 11 numbers.

Now a further variation has been found it is made up of an alpha

3 - THIRD IMAGE - DECEMBER 2010 REF: N/L 152 PG 2

V20.3

Dec-2010

Shortly after the second voucher found during November 2010 the third variation was found during December 2010.

Note: Front design - FIFA branding removed and replaced with MTN branding only.

Note: The obverse scratch off background has a similar look besides the fact that the grey block coding is only numerical

and the bottom bar code length is 50mm x 4mm

4 - FOURTH IMAGE - JANUARY 2011 REF: N/L 153 PG 3

Note: no printing in grey area and below bar code

V20.4

Jan-2011

It would appear as if there is a fourth variation in the market however the image currently available seems to have a 

printing error. The total bottom of the voucher seems to not have been printed (as described in image 2).

The actual bottom bar code length is 39mm x 3.5mm.
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then a space and 12 numbers follow.

This variation was found during March 2011


